■ All Lineup
■ ABARTH 595
■ 150208
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3 TEZZO throttle controller

4 Bre'c TEZZO BRAKE system

1 TEZZO sports muﬄer specialized 2 DTT ECU turing
for ABARTH595/595C (AT)

（Digi-Tec by TEZZO）

This muﬄer can make your car become

Our DTT can make a remarkable improvement

This product is equipped with three

on each side. It will be the leading actor in

save the oil fee by this system. Furthermore,

and speeding up in a comfortable way

much sporty with double exhaust pipes
your back and ﬁts your ABARTH595 well

on torque and response of your car. You can
we are conﬁdent of our high quality.

modes N, S or R. Gearing up smoothly
will be the main reasons why you buy it.

<CLEAN SPORTS>

In order to solve the problems for our
customers, we developed this product.
It is anti-dust. You can drive comfortably
everywhere with a better reaction and
quality.

（ compatible with esseesse ）

5 TEZZO carbon air intake system
Ver.2

This is an air intake system equipped with

carbon air box, which can bring cold air in
as fast as it can.

6 TEZZO STYLE ﬂoor mat

7 TEZZO pure carbon mirror case

【Diamond series】

color：blue+black / red+black / white+black /
yellow+black

8 TEZZO stainless pillar kits

【Checkers series】

color：red+black / white+black / black+black

10 Vallelunga meter hood

made from ecsaine

In order to keep the original looking and
driving experience, we use the best leather to
reprocess the genuine parts from your car. So
you can get a better feeling by our leather
while you are holing the steering.

11 TEZZO adjustable suspension kits

「AJD-mtf」

9 Vallelunga steering series made

from real leather「Vallelunga」

In order to keep the original looking and driving
experience, we use the best leather to reprocess
the genuine parts from your car. So you can get a
better feeling by our leather while you are holing
the steering.

【 Other parts 】
■TEZZO duck tail spoiler ■Adjustable spring kits ■TEZZO STYLE ﬂoor mat ■TB earthing system

■TEZZO original brake hose (covered by stainless steel mesh) ■TEZZO non-slip pedal mat(2

We build this kit in order to cross over the

pieces) ■TEZZO non-slip pedal mat(3 Pieces) ■Vallelunga steering series made from real leather「

others. Most of all, you wonʼt be slower than

leather ■TEZZO LED license plate light ■TEZZO BD System PAD - Breake force Distribution system

limit. You can drive it as comfortable as

Aerospace」■Vallelunga shift boots made from real leather ■Vallelunga shift boots made from real

others.

■TEZZO WPC LSD high-performance version
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The prices of the products are ﬂexible.
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